Les P’tits Loups

French Preschool Program
Monday through Friday / 1:30p.m. – 4:00p.m.
As a « P’tit Loup », I will …
Language :
 communicate,
 understand and learn,
 think about the language,
 be aware of sounds.

My skills :
I will be able to :
- memorise songs and rhymes,
- willingly say « bonjour » and be polite,
- listen to questions and answer appropriately,
- understand a story in French and retell it,
- identify colors, days of the week, numbers and
geometrical shapes.

Socialization :
I will be able to :
 become independent,
- know the names of my classmates,
 know how to get along with others,
- play with others, collaborate, share,
 participate, collaborate,
- express refusal and distaste with language.
 verbally show my opposition.
Gross motor skills :
I will be able to :
 know my body,
- jump, maintain my balance, throw and catch a
ball,
 use my space,
 adapt my balance in diverse
- cooperate,
environments and follow instructions,
- act,
 collaborate, cooperate and oppose myself
- refine the perception of my body.
in physical games.

Fine motor skills :
I will be able to :
 refine the dexterity of my hands and my
- cut along a line,
fingers
- glue neatlty,
 Start tracing capital letters
- hold my pencil properly,
- trace line, color in between the lines,
- write words without a model and in capital
letters.

Pre-numeracy skills:
 express quantities,
 know small numbers,
 compare quantities,
 reproduce shapes.

I will be able to :
- add and substract in order to create a new
quantity,
- count to 20,
- recognize written numbers from 1 to 10,
- classify from the biggest to the smallest, group
numbers,
- recognize and draw shapes

Time and space:
 know where I am in time and space,
 be aware of fauna and flora around us,
 discover different environments,
 observe and analyse discoveries.

I will be able to :
- recognize the calendar, the days and the
months
- talk about the seasons and the weather
- talk about other countries, other ways of life,
- take care of a plant,
- measure ingredients for a recipe,
- follow the steps of a recipe.

Become a student :
I will be able to :
 develop my prsonality and my curiosity,
- express my tastes and my choices,
 thrive in contributiong to the life of the
- play and do an activity with each of my
class,
classmates,
 perform an activity form the beginning to
- ask the correct questions when I would like to
the end,
get an information,
 listen and follow instructions.
- remain focused on my activity.
Create plastic and visual art :
 live and experience emotions,
 develop a taste for visual arts,
 develop a taste for creating arts.

I will be able to :
- draw,
- define colors,
- mix colors,
- create art compositions.

